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Eurotech Receives 2M USD Follow-On Order for Catalyst TC Embedded Module 

for Homeland Security and Defense Application 

Cross Match orders more embedded modules to support production of its handheld biometric identity 

device 

 

Amaro (Italy)  April 16th, 2012  Eurotech, a leading supplier of embedded technologies, products 

and systems, today announces Cross Match has issued a $2 million purchase order for the Catalyst TC 

module, which is used in its handheld device for homeland security and defense applications.  The 

modules will be delivered over the next 12 months. 

The Catalyst TC, based on the Intel Atom processor E6xx series, is a highly integrated and flexible 

embedded module that offers multiple communications, I/O, and multimedia capabilities with low power 

consumption in a small footprint.   

been reliable and on time for the duration of our relationship, and we look forward to working with them 

 

The Cross Match product is a homeland security and defense solution that also offers optional 3G 

communications support and built-in wireless networking capability that allows field personnel to access 

remote databases as part of a biometric identity solution. 

 to be part 

computer on module boards helps customers with demanding requirements and we look forward to 

 

 

About Eurotech 

Eurotech (ETH.MI) is a global company that integrates hardware, software, services and expertise to 

deliver embedded computing platforms and sub-systems to leading OEMs, system integrators and 

enterprise customers for successful and efficient deployment of their products and services. Drawing 

on concepts of minimalist computing, Eurotech lowers power draw, minimizes physical size and reduces 
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coding complexity to bring sensors, embedded platforms, sub-systems, ready-to-use devices and high 

performance computers to market, specializing in defense, transportation, industrial and medical 

segments. By combining domain expertise in wireless connectivity as well as communications protocols, 

Eurotech architects platforms that simplify data capture, processing and transfer over unified 

communications networks. Our customers rely on us to simplify their access to state-of-art embedded 

technologies so they can focus on their core competencies. Learn more about Eurotech at 

www.eurotech.com. 

 

Intel is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation in the United States and other countries. 
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